
UPCOMING EVENTSUPCOMING EVENTSUPCOMING EVENTSUPCOMING EVENTS

Book in this Friday 24th of June for another 

rendezvous at our Club Rooms.  It's the end of Term 

2, the middle of winter and what more excuses do 

we need than to get together for a drink and dinner.  



  Girls:  Alicia McKertich, Georgia Wyatt and Indya Sandhu

U15 Harrison Shugg, Mitch Bowman and Connor McKee 

 U14 Ryan Valentine and Ryan Walsh  

U13 Sam Hynes and Jesse Allen

Well done to all the players at the Ashy Redbacks who played in the 

Metro Championships representing YJFL - awesome achievements all 

'round and more games to come Ryan V, Ryan W and Alicia - good luck!

UPCOMING EVENTSUPCOMING EVENTSUPCOMING EVENTSUPCOMING EVENTS

Club photos will be held on Sunday 10 July and 

Sunday 24 July - watch this space for more 

information on the days and times your team are 

scheduled #smile :)

CONGRATULATIONSCONGRATULATIONSCONGRATULATIONSCONGRATULATIONS



SPONSOR OF THE WEEKSPONSOR OF THE WEEKSPONSOR OF THE WEEKSPONSOR OF THE WEEK



Under 13 Red

Coach: Gavin Hynes

Team Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

Ashburton R 0.1-1 3.2-20 3.2-20 5.3-33

St Marys B 1.0-6 2.0-12 6.2-38 9.4-58

Best Players

Goals

Goal of the Day

Play of the Day

Mark of the Day

Best Team Player

Under 11 Black

Coach: Matt Burns

Team Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

North Brunswick 2.0-12 3.0-18 3.0-18 3.0-18

Ashburton B 0 0 0 2.3-15

Best Players

Goals

Goal of the Day

Play of the Day

Mark of the Day

Best Team Player

Results

As above - Great finish Tommy!!

Results

Hynesy Tommy, Woodsy, Briggsy

Tommy finished off a great passage of play and ran into open goal. Awesome!!

Woodsy with a string pack Mark and goaled from 40!

Harro who played all day in the ruck.

Ashburton MeatsAshburton MeatsAshburton MeatsAshburton Meats

Corbin Howes - Our "MUDDER" boy just put himself on the line or should I say "In the mud" for the team the entire game - fantastic effort Corbin

Harro, Browny, Hulk, Jezza, Briggsy

Under 11 BlackUnder 11 BlackUnder 11 BlackUnder 11 Black
It was a very tough game for the Ashy blacks and an even tougher result because I truly believe the better team lost on the day. The ball was in our forward line for 70 % of the time and 

nudging 90% in the second half but we just couldn’t convert. The Nth Brunswick boys were scoreless from halftime. We kicked two goals, three behinds and two shots at goal that went 

out of bounds on the full and the Nth boys kicked 3 straight goals in the first half i.e. only 3 scoring shots so they made the most of their opportunities. Having said all that I think there is 

still a heap to take away from the game. You could almost see the realisation “CLICK” into the minds of our boys just before the halftime break. They worked out that they were the 

better team and now they were ready to get cracking. Unfortunately, the conditions worked against us when we finally clicked. The very simple message to come out of the game is 

“SWITCH ON” from the first bounce and throw everything at it. Don’t leave anything in the tank. Far better to be in front and have to be run down than being behind and having to catch 

up. Just ask the Nth Brunswick boys because that’s what they did to us.

Byron Kerr's ripper chest mark from one of Cappa's huge 30 meter punts on the run into the forward line. The ball was heavy , wet , muddy and travelling at 

great speed. Our Shark just ate it up like it was a 5 meter handball on a dry sunny day

Ronan Shaws free kick in the centre MUD and then turn and kick a 25 meter kick to Owen hitting him on the chest. May not sound like much but covered in 

Mud and water this showed heaps of skill and courage. Well done Ronan

 Under 13 Red Under 13 Red Under 13 Red Under 13 Red
Today our boys were up against St Marys and on our home turf. We were out to make a mends for the RD 2 3 pt loss. The boys had a fantastic first half of footy and ticked all the boxes! 

Unfortunately we had a 3rd qtr lapse in intensity and were 2nd to the footy which allowed St Marys to gain momentum. The boys turned it around in the last term to fall short by 3 

goals. Overall a great 3 qtrs but also showed us that we need a 4 qtr effort which isn't far away...

Corbin The Bullet Howes (opposition medal), Lach Bruzer Mcneil, Ronan Wings Shaw, Alex The Amazing Axaris, Tommy Smiling Assassin Bellamy, Ned The 

Jimmy Gorman, Lach Mcneil

Lach Mcniel pressure shot from an angle covered in mud to put us 3 points behind.



Colts Black

Coach: Matthew Blizzard

Team Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

Banyule 2 0 0 0 11.9-75

Ashburton B 3.2-20 6.4-40 7.7-49 10.8-68

Best Players

Goals

Goal of the Day

Play of the Day

Mark of the Day

Best Team Player

Youth Girls

Coach: Andrew Scott

Team Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

Glen Iris 0 0 0 7.10-52

Ashburton 0 0 0 4.11-35

Best Players

Goals

Goal of the Day

Play of the Day

Mark of the Day

Best Team Player

 Colts Black Colts Black Colts Black Colts Black

Results

Deliver.com.auDeliver.com.auDeliver.com.auDeliver.com.au

Respondent skipped this question

Lyssie

Liv - getting fiery around the contested ball

Lyssie

Hamish Soden run of half back (Multiple)

Tom Vance - Screamer Max Doherty - One hander Nick Jarvis - Pack Mark

The usual suspects

Respondent skipped this question

Finegan Sampson & Peter Nikitas

 Youth Girls Youth Girls Youth Girls Youth Girls
A tight game resembled that of the NBA game 7 between the Warriors & the Cav's in which both teams seemingly had the upper hand at various times. A 3.00pm start on an overcast 

day required the lights to be turned on as the girls got a taste of some 'pseudo' night footy. Alas a couple of close misses from set shots meant that we fell just short of a strong Glen Iris 

team.

The Blacks played with a lot of heart today - but unfortunately sustained another close loss (7 points) Being only our 4th game this year (and only able to team 18 players) - we have now 

played 3 out of the top 4 of the table teams - each with small loss's - As frustrating this has been for all of us - its also demostrates that we are very close to being where we need to be - 

and with each encounter we all grow stronger. Todays game was goal for goal until late in the 3rd quarter when Banyule pushed 2 goals a head, Banyule also scored the first 3 goals in 

the 4th Quarter But the blacks came home with a rush scoring the last 4 goals (if we only had another 5 minutes of play!!) finally going down by 7 points. Overall the boys are still 

improving and showed a lot of heart today - during what was a very physical and hard fort contest game. Well done boys - we were all very proud of how you all fort it out today. Keep 

your heads up as were no to far from the mark.

Results

Jed Roberts, Steven Karvellas, Hamish Soden, Peter Nikitas, Nick Jarvis, Rory Drummond, Max Doherty, Tom Vance, John Bartels Laurence Pannozzo.

Nick J 12, Rob R 4, Peter G 3, Max D 2, Peter N 2, Leo K 2, Will CJ 1, Jed R 1

Nick Jarvis



Under 8 White

Coach: Tim Schleiger

Team Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

Best Players

Goals

Goal of the Day

Play of the Day

Mark of the Day

Best Team Player

Under 9 Red

Coach: Matt Pietsch

Team Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

Best Players

Goals

Goal of the Day

Play of the Day

Mark of the Day

Best Team Player

Results No Results are recorded at this level

POPE PACKAGINGPOPE PACKAGINGPOPE PACKAGINGPOPE PACKAGING
Under 9 RedUnder 9 RedUnder 9 RedUnder 9 Red

The goal of the day was for every player to get a hard ball get or tackle which was achieved.

The boys were set a task of tackle and hard ball gets by the coach Matt Pietsch and with a big bag of candy to incentiviss them .They were full of enthusiasm before the game and the 

pre-game warm up had them all revved up. Captain of the day Tyson won the toss and elected to kick to advantage. The boys took to the field and were confronted with a team that had 

a few kids that must eat more than just Wheaties for breakfast and they were of gigantic proportions. The team stuck to the coaches instructions and show tremendous tenacity as they 

tackled well and went in hard. 

The first quarter was testing but Evan, Ollie G and Henry all tackled well while Dozer, Charlie and Bailey lead the way on hard ball gets. Kade, Tyson & Tom V were kept busy in the back 

line and gathered vital kicks. The second quarter brought the dynamic combination of Taylor, Ollie P, Hugo and Jonty into the mids, and they continued on the team objectives and 

battled on to give the forwards some needed opportunities. Tom D, Josh & Kade were gallant in their use of the ball but were unable to find the big sticks. Ben Jones and Evan held 

strong in the defense against the tall imposing  opponents.

Half time gave the boys time to refresh and they lost no determination as they again hit hard in the 3rd quarter. Tom V was busy in the mids with great support from Josh, Henry & Tom 

D. Ben Swift rebounded well from defense with Taylor, Jonty and Ollie P giving strong support. Hugo was outstanding in his defensive roll and continued this into the last quarter. Ben 

Jones & Bailey gave a big last quarter effort to present some chances to the forwards,.Ollie G, Tom D and Evan made the most of limited forward opportunities. 

In the end the coach was thrilled with the endeavors and application the team showed.

Taylor dashing mark in 3rd quarter where he ran hard to meet the ball at pace for a superb aerial mark between opponents.

Taylor Carlisle (Medal) Ton Verge (Chicken Dinner) Tom Davies (Money Box)

Results

 Under 8 White Under 8 White Under 8 White Under 8 White
CHANGING OF THE GUARD. With Coach Schleiger sidelined and nursing a coffee, our faithful Assistant Coach Glenn got the call up to don the Coaches bib and get out on the field. He 

took to the ground with aplomb and was quickly dishing out feedback and instructions a plenty. Everyone played really well as a team and the ball was passed around a lot. The 

willingness of the boys to look for teammates in a better position shows just far they have come since the early Auskick days. They are playing like a team rather than just a group of 

individuals. The ruck work was quite good with a number of great taps leading to centre clearances. In the end, our opposition proved really strong particularly when their best player 

was dominating in the centre and making plenty of opportunities for his teammates. But our boys didn’t give up, worked hard all across the ground and as always, their tackling was 

superb. Whatever the parents are feeding the boys for breakfast; keep it up as they never seem to run out of steam! Thanks to all the parent volunteers this week. It’s hard to get out 

there on these crisp Melbourne winter mornings, but even more so the morning after a big school social event the night before #hatsofftoyou

No Results are recorded at this level

None recorded at this level

Respondent skipped this question

Hugo for an outstanding game, he read the play well and backed himself in to win the hard contests.

Hugo's run through the midfield for an inside forward line kick to set up a scoring opposrtunity

Lachie Curtain was awarded the medal this week and it was well deserved. He took some tough hits at the hands of the opposition, but with grit and 

determination didn't let it get the better of him. Lachie is always a solid, dependable player.

Oliver Schleiger was swift in transition, leaving the defenders in his wake as he hotfooted it down the ground.

Luke Suckling took another great mark backing up with the flight of the ball. He's proving to have safe and reliable hands on the fly.

Another great team effort today. The tackling was strong, consistent and unforgiving.

Lots of great goals. Hard to pick one.



Under 9 Black

Coach: Simon Miller

Team Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

Best Players

Goals

Goal of the Day

Play of the Day

Mark of the Day

Best Team Player

Colts Red

Coach: Brett Gatehouse

Team Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

Ashburton R 0 0 0 7.8-50

Fitzroy 1 0 0 0 15.11-101

Best

Goals

Goal of the Day

Play of the Day

Mark of the Day

Best Team Player

Under 9 BlackUnder 9 BlackUnder 9 BlackUnder 9 Black

Riley L - for a gutsy mark in the third quarter.

Theodore was awarded the Opposition medal today.

Kurt 2, Ben M 1, Julian 1.

Julian D - hard ball get in the goal square then great snap for goal.

Today's home game against Kew Comets saw an even contest and a hard fought scrap. Both teams had to work hard to obtain clearances out of the middle, and as result, had to rely on 

limited scoring opportunities. Overall a good team effort, and even contribution from all players.

Ben M - for his hardness at the ball and determination. Charlie M - for a great mark and perfect drop punt into the forward line.

After a week off from footy the boys were excited to be back at ferndale and pumped for a tough clash against old foes Fitzroy. Absent was head coach Brett Gatehouse who is currently 

toughing it out in the Greek islands having a few 'quiet ones' with his younger brother and friends. Please send all sympathy messages to Brett via email/facebook etc as I'm sure he is 

having a horrible time. With Brett gone Peter Siassios stepped into the coaches box to lend a hand and fire the boys up pre-game. Harry ridder also stepped up playing the roll as 'board 

holder' - a tough job given his toe injury but never the less done brilliantly. Anyway, to the game! Fitzroy a long-time rival of Ashburton are always a tough challenge with a strong well 

drilled side. Our boys were up for a fight and we certainly gave them a scare. We jumped them early and scored the first goal through Jordy Arazi with some good clearance work from 

Flynny and Griff in the middle. Fitzroy managed to break into a 3-4 goal lead which they maintained throughout the game. It was a tight contest throughout the day and we challenged 

them until late in the last quarter. Unfortunately they kicked away with a few 'junk time' goals and as such the scoreboard didn't reflect the closeness of the game. Flynn was again busy 

in the middle leading the way in our clearance work. Cooper Wyett and and Joel Wilson were also tough in the middle, with cooper laying a few big tackles ending in holding the ball. Up 

forward it was Jordy Arazi and Adam Celik doing the damage slotting 5 between them. Will Griffin was great in the ruck, playing possibly his best game of the year. Against a tough 

ruckman we were on top in the hitouts and Griff managed to clunk a number of good marks around the ground. A really positive effort from the boys against a tough opposition. I feel 

like this game can really set the tone and the standard for the rest of the year. We now have a bench mark to work towards and improve on each game, and if we bring that effort every 

week we will notch up a few more W's come seasons end.

Friends PharmacyFriends PharmacyFriends PharmacyFriends Pharmacy

Theodore, Kurt, Ben M, Snowy, Julian, Cooper

First goal of the game through Jordy Arazi. Dropped the mark 40 out but recovered quickly to slot in off one step. Definitely an exciting start to the game.

Link up by hands down the wing, a few touches from Flynn and Cam Monaco in the chain. We worked and resulted in a scoring opportunity.

One of the many clunks by griff around the ground. As well as Westys attempt at mark of the year - didnt quite stick!

Top team effort but the tackling and pressure from Cooper , Joel and Flynn in the middle set the team standard all day.

Results No Results are recorded at this level

Noel JonesNoel JonesNoel JonesNoel Jones
Colts RedColts RedColts RedColts Red

Arazi 3, Celik 2, Heath, Bohan

Results

Griffin, Siassios, Wyett, Wilson, Arazi, Bavage



Under 12 Red

Coach: Phil Hine

Team Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

Park Orchards R 3.2-20 5.2-32 9.3-57 9.3-57

Ashburton R 0 1.2-8 1.2-8 3.4-22

Best Players

Goals

Goal of the Day

Play of the Day

Mark of the Day

Best Team Player

Under 14 Green

Coach: Paul Allen

Team Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

Ashburton G 0 1.1-7 2.1-13 5.1-31

Ivanhoe 1.8-14 8.13-61 11.20-86 17.21-123

Best Players

Goals

Goal of the Day

Play of the Day

Mark of the Day

Best Team Player

Not supplied

Results

Not Supplied

MorgansMorgansMorgansMorgans

 Under 14 Green Under 14 Green Under 14 Green Under 14 Green

Harry M 2, Jack F 1, Kieran 1, Tom 1.

Results

A tough day at the office for the U14 Greens, outsized by the division's top team. We did manage to kick three goals in the last quarter on the back of persistence and good ball 

movement, while the boy's effort, commitment and fighting qualities could never be questioned. A great effort from Harry McLean, who played his 100th game , in a season where he is 

playing great footy, who got up after a heavy knock early and kicked a coiuple of goals. Great effort from Aiden and Sam B who filled in for us, backing up after their under 13 game.

No Comments Submitted

Ossie, Tom, Sam P, Harvey, Darcy, Jack H.

Not supplied

 Under 12 Red Under 12 Red Under 12 Red Under 12 Red

Sam P, battled against difficult odds in backline and gave us a contest in the ruck.

a. Jack H, took mark against boundary, looked up and spotted Kieran loose in goal square instead of shooting. b. Transition of play in 3rd q, Luke D, Luke A, 

Aiden and Darcy, good vision, ended with Harry M who goaled.

Harvey- in 3rd quarter, has gone back with the flight of the ball and grabbed a nice mark.

Tom's goal on the run in the last quarter. Got out on his own, summed up the distance and finished beautifully.

Not supplied

Not supplied

Not supplied



Under 10 White

Coach: Simon Martin

Team Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

Best Players

Goals

Goal of the Day

Play of the Day

Mark of the Day

Best Team Player

Under 13 Black

Coach: Tony Smith

Team Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

Fitzroy 2 0.2-2 0.2-2 1.3-9 6.3-39

Ashburton B 4.3-27 7.3-45 8.6-54 8.6-54

Best Players

Goals

Goal of the Day

Play of the Day

Mark of the Day

Best Team Player

Angus, Aidan, Fidel, Cam, Hugh, Danny, Luke, Will M, Will SR, Rylan, Benji, Charlie

Sam Carmody handballing to John Hynes for a run and long goal

J. Wyld, H. Mounas, W. Drew, S. Carmody, L. Irwin, B. Tricarico

Lachie Irwin and full speed with arms out extended. Special mention to Sam Carmody's 10 marks

MAXA PlumbingMAXA PlumbingMAXA PlumbingMAXA Plumbing
Under 10 WhiteUnder 10 WhiteUnder 10 WhiteUnder 10 White

Hugh's run round the boundary, handball to himself and then drilled it through, finest goal of the day by a margin

For the first 3 quarters yesterday, they couldnt get near us. Against a taller outfit, you out contested them and moved the ball so quickly down the ground. The umpire came up to me 

after the game and queried why you were playing in that division as he said that when you got the ball on the outside of the contest you moved it so quick he couldn’t keep up. That is a 

huge compliment to you guys.Highlights for the game for me from a development perspective was the fast and direct route to goal in the first half, the openness of the forward line and 

then the discipline to play everyone’s roles throughout which resulted in our most accurate period thus far. 7.3 versus 2 points at half time showed this. The ability to handball the ball 

was excellent with no better example than Sam Carmody pulling in a strong mark and John Hynes running past for the handball and then a long goal. Wilshy Khan played his best game I 

have seen not only running through the contest gathering the ball and getting handballs to advantage out but also running to the contest culminating in a great crumbing goal off the 

ground. Jack Wyld’s 50th game and the way the team responded to making sure it was successful. Will Drew (4 goals) and Harry Mounas (multiple rebounding out of defence) fitting in 

very well for their first game looking as though they had played all year while Lachie Irwins fast attack on the ball marking out in front on a fast lead looked like AFL football rounded it 

off nicely. What needs to be worked on is holding our structures. The third quarter saw 1 goal 3 as we continued to see too many players clogging up the forward line chasing goals as 

we had our midfield, defensive players and backline peppering our forward 50 but for little result and the new backline in the last quarter allowing their opponents get out the back of 

the contest on their own which wasn’t helped by the defensive players and onballers not getting back quick enough to help out. The last quarter was manufactured by me, I did take the 

opportunity being 8 goals up to really throw the side around. I didn’t give you specific instructions but rather just through you out there. It does show you though that you need to have 

a role every quarter with specific instructions to come together as a team or else the game wont work for you. If we kept the side going as it was, you looked like you were going to win 

by 14 or 15 goals and that doesn’t teach you anything. Good guys 8.6.54 to the opponents 6.3.39

The boys have become known for moving the ball quickly and another passage of play starting with Aidan, Kai, Fidel, Benji all involved before a terrific 1-2 

between Hugh and Ben A, nearly ended in a goal

Cam's flying mark and grab at second attempt

Sherlock WheelbarrowsSherlock WheelbarrowsSherlock WheelbarrowsSherlock Wheelbarrows
Under 13 BlackUnder 13 BlackUnder 13 BlackUnder 13 Black

W. Drew 4, J. Torey-Toth, W. Khan, J. Hynes, H. Boothey

Results

Eddie Georgelin

Tight between Angus who took home the medal and Aidan who flew through the air all day whether in the ruck or off full back.

Hugh, Abhay, Kai

Wilshy Khan

We had a tougher day of late against a strong Templestowe team. As ever we started slowly a couple of goals down but playing up the slope on the big oval. We came back into it in the 

second with Hugh scoring an outrageous goal, drilling through after a trademark run, hand balling to himself along the way. In the 3rd, we got ahead with Abhay and Kai kicking close 

range efforts but let the Dockers back into it with a couple. Our defending was stout throughout, particularly at full backs with Aidan excelling with rebounding intercept marks in the 

2nd, Luke using his smarts in the 3rd and Danny saving a couple of certain goals in the 4th. Despite kicking down the hill we didn't have much left and we stuck faithfully to our rotation 

policy despite Templestowe having their best on the ball throughout. A strong effort boys, just got pipped by the better team in the end.

Results No Results are recorded at this level



Under 12 Black

Coach: Greg Dixon

Team Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

Camberwell 2 0 0 0 15.6-96

Ashburton B 0 0 0 10.5-65

Best Players

Goals

Goal of the Day

Play of the Day

Mark of the Day

Best Team Player

Under 14 Black

Coach: Leigh Muller

Team Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

Ashburton B 0 0 0 15.12-102

Surrey Park W 0 0 0 1.5-11

Best Players

Goals

Goal of the Day

Play of the Day

Mark of the Day

Best Team Player
Will Gorman as part of a good defensive unit never let the ball past. Cleared the ball from congested contests to his teams advantage and game plan. Efforts 

valued by his team mates and coaches.

Keegan Eardley overhead mark backing into a big pack. Self nominated again. Coaches pick, Jacob Nikitas strong overhead mark first 5 minutes of the game 

set the standard for all.

K&B AdamsK&B AdamsK&B AdamsK&B Adams

Angus Dixon in a big pack of players in the goal square.

A home game against Surrey Park Panthers on the bottom oval with five players unavailable. We called upon some fillin players who fitted in well with our game plan. Thanks to James 

Woods, Nate McNamara, Seb Filipovic and Thomas Filipovic from the U13s. Thanks to Jim McCarthy U12s. A fantastic effort from all five in their second game for the day. We appreciate 

the time the boys and their families gave us, plus the support from the balcony.

Our regular back line of Matt Wollheim, Oscar King, Will Gorman, Jacob Nikitas, and joined today by Cailen Robinson, Keegan Eardley, Ted McCarthy were 

brilliant. Onballers Quinn Schwarz and Joe Hunt running together. Charlie Briglia sensational first quarter and kept it going all game. Contributions from all.

James Woods 5, Charlie Briglia 2, Oscar King 2, Cooper Mayes 1, Jim McCarthy 1, Seb Filipovic 1, Thomas Filipovic 1, Cailen Robinson 1, Kieran Yeates 1..

Oscar King moved forward late in the game kicked two, one a sharp turn to lose his opponent and left foot snap for 6 points.

Started at half back with a clearing handball out of the pack to a running Joe Hunt. Joe at pace and after a ball around your back move that had the 

spectators screaming passed to Quinn Schwarz to Hayden Reed to James Woods for GOAL. Non stop ball movement a feature.

Max Miller, Aidan Leiner, Cameron Proposch, Angus Dixon, Cal Lehr, Cameron Witt, Jordan Culbert, Xandy Mathieson, Matty Mitchell, Will Orton,

Angus Dixon for showing encouragement to his team mates.

Our First and I could breath again,

When we all started playing as a team in the second quarter

 Under 12 Black Under 12 Black Under 12 Black Under 12 Black
Another slow start to the game ! but the boys fought back in the following quarters, once again we had 7 different goal kickers GREAT !

2 Max Miller, 2 Aidan Leiner, Xandy Mathieson, Will Orton, Angus Dixon, Josh Gomo, Cameron Proposch, Cameron Witt.

Results

Under 14 BlackUnder 14 BlackUnder 14 BlackUnder 14 Black

Results



Under 10 Green

Coach: Lisa Drought

Team Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

Best Players

Goals

Goal of the Day

Play of the Day

Mark of the Day

Best Team Player

Under 15 Boys

Coach: Ryan McDonough

Team Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

Not supplied Not supplied Not supplied Not supplied Not supplied

Not supplied Not supplied Not supplied Not supplied Not supplied

Best Players

Goals

Goal of the Day

Play of the Day

Mark of the Day

Best Team Player

WIth the other side kicking out on the full in our back line Johnno was able to stick to the game plan perfectly by not once looking down the line and kicking 

the ball straight into the middle of the ground to Tom Coyle. This mark lead to a turn and go quickly out onto the far wing leading into a forward 50 entry 

(hard to come by unfortuantely). It was an outstanding showing of listening and believing in the team game plan that resulted in one of the best ball 

movements of the day

With rotations down again and coming up against one of the better sides in the comp it was going to be a tough day. Unfotunately it was made even harder when three of the bench 

was out before the halfway mark of the 1st quarter. This however did lead to the boys getting dishartened in anyway and to their credit even after a big loss they walked off the ground 

with their heads held high. It is always difficult to play with no rotations at the best of times and not once did I hear a child complain and that was the most pleasing thing. It is always 

easy to be up and going when you are winning on the scoreboard but the fact the kids gave 110% for the entire game I could not have been more proud of the group as I was at the end 

of that game. It just goes to show the character that these kids have and it is an honour to be able to call myself their coach. Onwards to next week boys.

No Comments Submitted

Pont McKee Pompei Florentzou Gusti

Evolution Business SystemsEvolution Business SystemsEvolution Business SystemsEvolution Business Systems
 Under 10 Green Under 10 Green Under 10 Green Under 10 Green

Respondent skipped this question

Lachie Pont was outstanding all day playing a majority of the game in the midfield and continuing to run and give everything he had to the team all day. This 

was also after coming along to the BBQ fundraiser and helping out with Harrison Shugg for the morning as well. This was just an outstanding show of 

character and could not have been more proud to be coaching such a wonderful kid.

PHYSIOWORKSPHYSIOWORKSPHYSIOWORKSPHYSIOWORKS
Under 15 BoysUnder 15 BoysUnder 15 BoysUnder 15 Boys

Hamlyn Briggs

WIth the begginging of the game being a close contested tussle the boys were able to switch the ball out onto the wing with great ball movement leading to 

Alex Hamlyn getting on the receiving end of a great chain of play. This was especially pleasing due to the fact Alex had been unable to play for some weeks 

due to injury.

Results

Not supplied

Not supplied

Not supplied

Not Supplied

Not supplied

No Results are recorded at this level

Not supplied

Results



Under 11 Red

Coach: Greg Lasscock

Team Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

Ashburton R 0 0 0 11.10-76

Camberwell 2 0 0 0 1.2-8

Best Players

Goals

Goal of the Day

Play of the Day

Mark of the Day

Best Team Player

Under 11 Green

Coach: Dale Rowley

Team Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

Ashburton G 1.3-9 2.5-17 2.5-17 3.6-24

Parkside 0 0.2-2 2.2-14 2.2-14

Best Players

Goals

Goal of the Day

Play of the Day

Mark of the Day

Best Team Player

Results

After some insightful words from co-captain Will Rowley, Ashy Green set out against Parkside to work as a team with the focus of keeping the effort up for the full four quarters. We 

started the game in terrific style with a great first quarter. The entire midfield ran hard the whole quarter getting to each stoppage. Tom Voller and Charlie Nancarrow combined 

particularly well at the boundary throw-ins. Fighting hard for the ball, and tackling hard meant we were able to force the ball forward where we had a couple of shots on goal. Harry 

Stack had an unlucky bounce when shooting for goal, while Ollie Egerton took a great mark in front of goal which he calmly converted giving us the early lead. When Parkside did move 

the ball forward, our half-backline led by Charlie Matthews, Ollie McKerral and Sean Egan repelled their advances and left them scoreless for the quarter. In the second quarter Parkside 

came out fighting. We were able to absorb their initial pressure and get back on top as the quarter wore on. Our midfield was again outstanding, with Lachie Harkness rucking well 

around the ground and providing some good passes, and Ollie McKerral doing the tough stuff at the bottom of the packs. The backline again thwarted Parkside’s advances with Charlie 

M, Ollie Hobday and Tom providing great drive off half-back enabling us to get the ball forward. Will McQueen played a great quarter as a roving half-forward, tackling hard and showing 

some football smarts by passing to Zack Thurman on a great lead rather than going for goal. James Kerr kicked a great goal from the forward pocket. Ferg Ekins and Ned Clements looked 

threatening up forward (with Ned calmly dealing with the Parkside opposition as they got frustrated as we got back on top). While Elijah Bazley presented well with a great shot at goal 

and taking on some tacklers. At half time we were two goals up and looking forward to enjoying some oranges. Unfortunately someone dropped the ball and forgot the oranges, 

meaning we had to revert to performance enhancing snakes at half-time (boys don’t tell WADA). After some wise words from co-captain Leigh Bouyoukas, we overcame this adversity 

and focussed on making sure we put in a four quarter effort. As expected Parkside again came at us hard in the third quarter, getting the rub of the green and kicking a couple of early 

goals. This was despite the continued hard work of Tom V, Luka Best, Angus McCleery and James K covering great ground in the midfield. As the quarter wore on we started to get back 

on top. Our determination was typified by some ferocious tackling by Charlie N. For the last quarter the focus was on maintaining our effort for one more quarter. In a tough battle, Ashy 

Green fought bravely. Harry, Ollie H and Lachie were hard at it in the midfield, while Ned was controlling the centre square with some strong marks. Sean and Zack both played a great 

quarter on the wings, with Zack laying a tough tackle and Sean winning a lot of the ball (before and after taking a heavy blow). Whenever Parkside looked to take it into their forward 

line, it was either cut-off by a series of strong overhead marks by Charlie M, or their forwards were blanketed by close checking from our backline (well marshalled by Tom V). Up 

forward Ollie E and Elijah continued to present well. Our continued good play was finally rewarded with a great team goal when James K kicking the ball long to Zack in the goal square, 

thereby ensuring victory.

Continual team play to switch the ball and change direction to the open side of the ground

Luka Kotis

 Under 11 Green Under 11 Green Under 11 Green Under 11 Green

Will Gossan

Will McQueen, Charlie Nancarrow, Charlie Matthews, Harry Stack, James Kerr, Thomas Voller

James Jonsen

 Under 11 Red Under 11 Red Under 11 Red Under 11 Red
Playing against 3rd placed Camberwell the boys played their best football of the year. After an even first quarter we kept Camberwell goalless after quarter time but piled on 9 goals 

ourselves to run out convincing winners by 68 points.

Team Effort

Kotis, Parkinson, Mazza, Gossan, Hall, Lasscock

Charlie Matthews taking a great overhead mark over a Parkside player at Centre Half-Back. The mark came at a key time in the last quarter and was one of 

many Charlie took for the day.

Ned Clements keeping his cool and focussing on the ball as the opposition started to get frustrated.

Results

Ollie Egerton - 1, James Kerr - 1, Zack Thurman - 1

James Kerr running strongly at half-forward in the last quarter, evading a couple of opposition players before kicking it long into the goal square where Zack 

kicked the sealer!

Thomas Voller and Charlie Nancarrow combining well at the boundary throw-ins in the first quarter. Thomas repeatedly won the tap, hit it to Charlie, who 

had positioned himself well at the fall of the ball and was able to get a quick kick to get the ball forward.



Under 15 Girls Green

Coach: Kim Ledder

Team Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

Ashburton G 6.13-49 10.18-78 14.22-106 21.25-151

Richmond Rance 0 0 0 0

Best Players

Goals

Goal of the Day

Play of the Day

Mark of the Day

Best Team Player

Under 8 Green

Coach: Matt Sharp

Team Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

Best Players

Goals

Goal of the Day

Play of the Day

Mark of the Day

Best Team Player

 Under 8 Green Under 8 Green Under 8 Green Under 8 Green

Respondent skipped this question

Not supplied

Not supplied

Not supplied

Results No Results are recorded at this level

Not Supplied

Not supplied

 Under 15 Girls Green Under 15 Girls Green Under 15 Girls Green Under 15 Girls Green

Respondent skipped this question

Sports Mouth GuardSports Mouth GuardSports Mouth GuardSports Mouth Guard

Results

Respondent skipped this question

Respondent skipped this question

Respondent skipped this question

Respondent skipped this question

No Comments Submitted

Not supplied

It was a fine morning in mid June when the girls took to the field. What motivated them as they stood around the ground waiting for the Umpires' whistle to start the game? Knowledge 

they had the week off the next week or a rousing speech by the Coach. Who knows, but motivated they were. The whistle blew, the tap was won and the ball driven deep into the 

forward forty. After that it became a blur of kicking on goal and ferrying the goal to the centre for the match to recommence. Highlights (apart from the 6 goals and 12, yes TWELVE 

behinds) were Ella's mark, Elli continually being under the bottom of the pack trying to get the ball out, the clean clearance in the centre to feed the forward line, the team work in the 

forward line, the number of shepherds and the talk. Goals for the quarter to Eliza, Elli, Georgie, Charlotte and Aleisha. Quarter time saw the coach ask for less rushing and to look for 

better options and to try and reduce the point count. This saw a marked increase in the clean possession with great marks taken by Georgie, Charlotte, Isabella, Alex, Lucy, Ella and 

Jacqui. Kallista was swapped into the ruck and Alex to full forward. The tackle count also went up as relentless pressure was applied. Highlights was Ella and Eliza being everywhere, 

Ginger's tackling girls twice her size, Erin's 3 consecutive tackles to effect a turnover, and for me one of the fabulous play on the day; Eliza to Alex to the square where the ball was in 

dispute until skillfully crumbed by Georgie and goal! Goals by Eliza and Georgie. Something must have been in the half time oranges and talks. Though not previously soft, Richmond 

were harder at the ball, A set of new structures by both coaches including moving the back line up into the mid-field to get them into the game more really shook things up. The scoring 

rate dropped off with only 3 goals scored, largely due to the oppositions' pressure. They made several forays into their offense 40 but were successfully repulsed each time. Highlights 

were Sienna's attack in the mid-field and Ginger's 2nd efforts in tackling and crumbing (which was finally rewarded). Goals to Aleisha, Ginger and Eliza. Not sure what was said, however, 

the 3/4 time cheering in response to anything the coach said was motivating (to the girls) and amusing to the onlookers. The fitness and smart rotations started to show as the relentless 

pressure by yet another mid-field structure, with Eliza taking on the rucking role and a revitalised front line lifted again, and it started raining goals. Apart from great marks by Olivia and 

Ella, there was some lovely linking play with quite a few kicks to position and quality marks; one sticking out was the other great play of the day with Eliza following up a missed tap to 

clear - Lucy marked and booted a great pass to Ella - goal! The cheering for Sienna's maiden goal for the team was great to see too, with players running in from everywhere to 

congratulate her. Goals to Charlie, Eliza, Ella, Sienna and Olivia. Some wise words from Coach Kim about empathy just after the siren tempered the celebrations until in the room when 

the Club song was sung with appropriate gusto. Sorry to those that I've not mentioned; I just did not record the specifics of your actions - this was a team victory with everyone on the 

team contributing and there were no passengers. A difficult day for those in the back line with not a whole lot of action, but a 0 score shows just how well you did your job when the ball 

came near. Well done girls



Under 14 Red

Coach: Steve Worner

Team Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

Whitehorse Colts 2.2-14 6.8-44 8.10-58 10.15-75

Ashburton R 3.0-18 5.0-30 8.2-50 10.3-63

Best Players

Goals

Goal of the Day

Play of the Day

Mark of the Day

Best Team Player

Under 12 Green

Coach: Bill Mithen

Team Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

Whitehorse Colts 1.3-9 2.3-15 4.6-30 6.7-43

Ashburton G 3.0-18 5.0-30 6.0-36 6.1-37

Best 

Goals

Goal of the Day

Play of the Day

Mark of the Day

Best Team Player

For the fourth time in five matches, the Ashy Redback under 12s fought out another epic battle decided by less than a goal. However on this occasion, the rollercoaster Gods were 

looking the other way and the Redbacks faded in a disappointing second half. In cool and sunny conditions with little or no wind, the Redbacks travelled to face traditional rivals, the 

Whitehorse Colts. In an historical time capsule of the 60s and 70s when religion and footy were far more closely entwined, the Colts are an amalgamation of a range of former church-

based clubs in the Box Hill North area (the Box Hill Baptists, Pioneers, Uniting, St Peter's and Whitehorse United). The biggest name exported from these clubs was former Hawthorn 

hard nut, defender, Alle de Wolde. As with the weather, the Redbacks got off to another bright start, particularly welcoming back Matty 'MJ' Jefferson after a long layoff through injury. 

Not only did we get MJ back, but we were also fortunate enough to have his father Brett 'BJ' Jefferson running the boundary line. In days of football glory past, Dad BJ was a superstar 

ruckman in the VAFA for A-Grade powerhouse Collegians, a regular club Best & Fairest winner and State representative. Like the family business (Jefferson Ford – 'greatest car dealer in 

the Free World'), BJ generally runs without a hitch. So it was interesting to see eyebrows raised over sartorial judgment as BJ skirted the boundary line in three-quarter length brown 

cargo pants that looked more like a pair of old lederhosen tossed aside from the Von Trapp family chorus line of The Sound of Music. But back to the football. Early dominance was 

established by some excellent midfield work from Oscar Leeds, Leapin' Leeshan Navaneetharaja and the Chairman himself, Ben Mithen. The Big Show was in good early form with a 

quick snap for goal, followed by a surprise left sided turn from Harvey 'the Saint' Moore who left a pile of grasping defenders in his wake. The early scoring output was reinforced by an 

opportunistic major from the reliable boot of 'Tidy' Joel Tyquin, the cleanest and whitest football shorts in known memory. The rollicking good form stretched into the second quarter as 

Ashy increased its lead with some wonderful work from Gus Simpfendorfer who produced a 270 degree pirouette on the half forward flank before driving the ball long to the forward 

line. The Tarmac's follow-on knock to the roving Mithen produced another goal before the long break. It was also reassuring to see Tarmac's father, Jason 'Twiggy' Simpfendorfer on the 

sidelines continuing his great work as team medico. In previous years, Twiggy worked in tandem with Marcus 'Nails' McCarthy as one of the medical duo better known as the 'Glacier 

Brothers', because of their unique turn of glacial deceleration in getting out onto the playing surface to attend our injured heroes. By the long break, it looked like Ashy had this game 

under control. However as Coach Mithen presciently pointed out, there was a risk of complacency. Or as he said in the rooms, 'Boys, I sense some déjà vu all over again'. To their credit, 

the Whitehorse Colts resisted the temptation to mix their metaphors and bounced back from a disappointing first half. They doubled their score in the next after 'Danger' Will Robertson 

extended the Ashy lead and then rattled on two goals in a compelling final quarter. Tension mounted in the last as the home side made a driving bid for glory. Ashy was well served by 

Aden Shinnick and the reliable Volvo, Finn Jessen. The attacking forays of the Colts were held back by some fine marking and reading of the play by the Raptor, Jai Raptis, Butcher 

Branagan, MJ and Angus Perry deep in defence. But there were to be no miracles this day and Whitehorse broke through for a well-deserved victory. And for Ashy, two close wins from 

four tight ones. This was a strong and robust contest. Well done to both teams on the spirit and quality of play.

Dylan Thomas 4 straight !!

SHARP COPIERS/DDSSHARP COPIERS/DDSSHARP COPIERS/DDSSHARP COPIERS/DDS

Dylan Thomas 4 Tyler Sellers 3, Lachy Mackintosh 1, Ryan Valentine 1 and Oscar Hunter

Respondent skipped this question

Respondent skipped this question

Results

Respondent skipped this question

3 Super quarters of excellent football was spoilt by 10 minutes of lazy football where the boys need to learn how to play for time and lock the ball into their area than keep the ball alive 

whilst Whitehorse were on top. Great comeback in the third quarter and again in the first half of the last quarter where the boys gave themselves a good chance to win the game. It is a 

relentless division of football and the boys have played some great football in the past 2 weeks just failed to sustain it for 4 quarters. Not often I can say this but the umpiring was the 

best I have seen where the ball carrier was protected and the tackler rewarded well done umpires.

Respondent skipped this question

Jessen, Shinnick, Raptis, Jefferson, Leeds, Branagan, Navaneetharaja, Tyquin

McCarthy, Moore, Mithen, Tyquin, Simpfendorfer, Robertson 1

Results

Declan Savage

Under 12 GreenUnder 12 GreenUnder 12 GreenUnder 12 Green

Respondent skipped this question

Ryan Walsh

Tom Docherty, Tyler Sellers, Dylan Thomas, Karl Worner, Brayden Fleming Fraser Rosman, Liam Foldi, Ethan Boal.

FITZROYSFITZROYSFITZROYSFITZROYS

Under 14 RedUnder 14 RedUnder 14 RedUnder 14 Red



Under 15 Girls Red

Coach

Coach: David Cooper

Team Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

Fitzroy 0 0 0 0.2-2

Ashburton R 0 0 0 9.9-63

Best Players

Goals

Goal of the Day

Play of the Day

Mark of the Day

Best Team Player

Under 13 Green

Coach: Ged Walsh

Team Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

Bundoora 0 0 0 6.5-41

Ashburton G 0 0 0 5.5-35

Best Players

Goals

Goal of the Day

Play of the Day

Mark of the Day

Best Team Player

Bella Hunt Check side

Bendigo BankBendigo BankBendigo BankBendigo Bank

Well the girls played on clearly the biggest ground in junior football Brunswick Oval. And not one time was there boundary throw in. From the 1st bounce they were switched on after 

over hearing the opposition coach saying that Ashy girls don't like going in for the hard ball. Well they put that conversation to rest by quarter time leading 5goals to 0. The rest is history 

as they won on a brisk winters afternoon. 9.9= 63 to 0.2=2

Results

A great defensive mark by Austin which stopped their attaching charge into the forward line.

The whole team - but a big mention to Josh and Petro. A special mention goes out to our goal umpire Steve Kamo-fees and his unique style. Steve multi tasks 

Oli - 2 Petro Tye Benny

Tye a great front and centre grab who converted from 30 out.

Sarah Bellamy Dunstall 4 Bella Hunt Bartlett 3 Rachel Kelly Mitchell 1 Alisha Mckertish Dangerfield 1

 Under 13 Green Under 13 Green Under 13 Green Under 13 Green

All over team effort. Short hand passing. Best I have seen in Ashy Under 15 football.

Sarah Bellamy. Ball kicked in to full forward at a rapid pace. Hand like Dunstall.

Holly Wilson. 1st game back for the season. Seems to have found the angry pills. Contested football on ground.

Results

We had plenty today, but in the last half Huddo and Harry willed themselves for many hard ball gets.

Our quick movement into the forward line reaped award every time, but it was a beautiful play by Ned who positioned himself perfectly to nudge out the 

big backman, took possession and banged it long into the square.

 Under 15 Girls Red Under 15 Girls Red Under 15 Girls Red Under 15 Girls Red

Overall Team Effort. Charlotte Ryan eats Chicken this week B.O.G

What a game. The ladder would have suggested a big win for the top team Bundoora, but our team wasn't going to have any of that. It was finals like footy. The lead changed many 

times throughout the game and the contested footy was fantastic to watch. The crowd got right into it. Not only was it our best match this season, the game was played in greats spirits 

all round and the umpiring was spot on. In the end our boys lost in the last 10 seconds of the game, but as a whole we are so proud of their efforts. The opposition coach stated it was 

the best team they have played this season, not only the way we play - but also the way we conducted ourselves. Well done again lads.



Under 9 White

Coach: Simon Goodwin

Team Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

Best Players

Goals

Goal of the Day

Play of the Day

Mark of the Day

Best Team Player

Under 9 Green

Coach: Stephen Worthley

Team Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

Best Players

Goals

Goal of the Day

Play of the Day

Mark of the Day

Ashy White away to Surrey Park Panthers – Match report by Mark Branagan Under 9s 

This match against traditional rivals, the Surrey Park Panthers was always going to throw up its challenges, coming the morning after the St C midyear function. In the space of just a few 

hours, panthers had replaced cougars. 

In addition, the great Coaching Dilemma continued with the absence of head coach Simon 'Goody' Goodwin on AFL duty in Sydney while his trusty offsider JR Reid was tied up interstate 

in his role as a stuntman for the 'AFL Rookie' TV series and his relentless ongoing search for The Next Big Thing. But old memories take time to fade and in some respects it was not 

surprising that both of these former Adelaide boys preferred to skip this week given that our opponents were wearing the traditional black and white 'prison bars' style footy jumper 

worn by the original Port Adelaide FC in the SANFL. 

Once again the coaching role fell to The Chainsaw, Nick Adams who grasped the responsibility with relish, this week in a new pair of designer grey tracksuit bottoms with stylised 'N.A' 

initials and his personalised chainsaw logo on the clipboard. As always the Chainsaw was ably assisted by the loyal Ben 'Huggo' Huggins, obviously still on a high after the latest 

successful protest stunt of the Save Glen Iris Buffet campaign which had closed the Monash Freeway for six hours during the previous Monday morning peak hour.

 'Capitan del dia' was none other than Lethal Louis Jones, an inspired choice to lead the travelling band of Redbacks. The venue looked ominous, the massive sprawling oval at Surrey 

Park crowned by a nine inch deep mud patch in the centre about the size of a sprawling outer suburban railway carpark and just about as hard to get out of. But the conditions did not 

distract the Redbacks who got off to a brilliant start from Ethan 'the Edge' Georgiades who took two strong marks - which wasn't a bad effort given that he got himself into bed later 

than his parents on Saturday night. Skipper Jones was in every piece of the action which was particularly important in the absence of the Masterpiece, Paddy Harmon who had been 

carefully wrapped in cotton wool and bubble-wrap and transported off to Broome for two weeks. 

Despite the difficult conditions, the Redbacks initially played some inspired football. The Leap of Faith, Lucas Higgins excelled yet again as did Jayden 'Rowdy' Reid and the Good News, 

Eddie Goodwin. The Postman, Jack Urquhart played with the sort of manic intensity that one would more typically associate with his Dad, Paul discovering a rogue envelope on his 

delivery rounds without a valid four-digit postcode. The Redbacks strong early teamwork ended up with a goal to the B Double, Jonny Branagan after excellent work from the Anvil 

Angus McMillan and Gus, the Grinder Grainger. 

But after half time the momentum swung entirely as the Panthers managed to get on top and unloaded a goal scoring blitz. The only solace for the Redbacks was the presence of goal 

umpire Steve 'Are you all Done' Gough who to his credit still made it to the game despite returning from Bali on the morning of the match. Fortunately unwary spectators had been 

spared any initial blushes as Gough had discarded the traditional Balinese national costume (the white Bintang beer singlet) en route to Kuta. Although as jetlag kicked in, it was 

apparent that Gough was still on Bali time as he missed a couple of goals while leaning against the fence talking to strangers and trying to sell them cheap Rulex watches. 

In the later stages of the game, Lethal Louis Jones kept up his driving leadership with two fine goals, great poise was shown by Ev Dog McMahen and of course supreme defence was 

delivered by The Warden, Josh Martin. In the end, this was a great performance by the home team with a scoring display similar to the '82 final series when temperatures averaged 25 

degrees celsius. Overall, this was a noble effort from the visiting Redbacks in tough conditions. Well done to both teams. 

Best: Huggins, Georgiades, Jones, Branagan, Macmillan, Gough (both of them), Reid, McMahen 

Goals: Jones 2, Branagan, Simionato 1.

Not supplied

Not supplied

Not supplied

 Under 9 Green Under 9 Green Under 9 Green Under 9 Green
Not Comments Submitted

Not Supplied

Not supplied

Best: Huggins, Georgiades, Jones, Branagan, Macmillan, Gough (both of them), Reid, McMahen

 Under 9 White Under 9 White Under 9 White Under 9 White

Results

Respondent skipped this question

Respondent skipped this question

But after half time the momentum swung entirely as the Panthers managed to get on top and unloaded a goal scoring blitz. The only solace for the Redbacks 

was the presence of goal umpire Steve 'Are you all Done' Gough who to his credit still made it to the game despite returning from Bali on the morning of the 

match. Fortunately unwary spectators had been spared any initial blushes as Gough had discarded the traditional Balinese national costume (the white 

Bintang beer singlet) en route to Kuta. Although as jetlag kicked in, it was apparent that Gough was still on Bali time as he missed a couple of goals while 

leaning against the fence talking to strangers and trying to sell them cheap Rulex watches.

In addition, the great Coaching Dilemma continued with the absence of head coach Simon 'Goody' Goodwin on AFL duty in Sydney while his trusty offsider 

 'Capitan del dia' was none other than Lethal Louis Jones, an inspired choice to lead the travelling band of Redbacks. The venue looked ominous, the massive 



Under 8 Red

Coach: Scott Blackman

Team Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

Best Players

Goals

Goal of the Day

Play of the Day

Mark of the Day

Best Team Player

Under 10 Red

Coach: Adem Yze

Team Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

Best Players

Goals

Goal of the Day

Play of the Day

Mark of the Day

Best Team Player

Not submitted

Not submitted

Not supplied

Not submitted

Not Supplied

Not supplied

Not supplied

 Under 10 Red Under 10 Red Under 10 Red Under 10 Red

No Comments Submitted

Not supplied

Not submitted

Not submitted

Not supplied

Under 8 RedUnder 8 RedUnder 8 RedUnder 8 Red
Scuba CultureScuba CultureScuba CultureScuba Culture

No Comments Submitted

Results No Results are recorded at this level

Not submitted



Under 8 Black

Coach: Mick McKenna

Team Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

Best Players

Goals

Goal of the Day

Play of the Day

Mark of the Day

Best Team Player

Under 9 Teal

Coach: Robert Jurac

Team Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

Best Players

Goals

Goal of the Day

Play of the Day

Mark of the Day

Best Team Player

Not supplied

Hard fought & competitive game against a very tall & well organised Camberwell Sharks. A very spirited display from Teal.

Sam Quinn. Sam was very keen to play in ' the guts ' this week and was excellent over 4 quarters. He showed great awareness and his ability to win his own 

Tom Dew showed great judgement on two occasions to take strong overhead marks.

No Results are recorded at this level

Sam Quinn, Roshan Gunatilake, Tom Dew, Oscar Douez, David Sheddin.

Spencer Rehfisch.

Spencer Rehfisch with a sublime snap from deep in the forward pocket. Spence has a knack of kicking mercurial goals.

Not Supplied

Not supplied

 Under 8 Black Under 8 Black Under 8 Black Under 8 Black
No Comments Submitted

Not supplied

Results No Results are recorded at this level

 Under 9 Teal Under 9 Teal Under 9 Teal Under 9 Teal

Not supplied

Not supplied

Results

Roshan on numerous occasions finding targets with his kick outs from full back. Doesn't mind unloading the odd barrel too.



Under 10 Black

Coach: Marcus Marshall

Team Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

Best Players

Goals

Goal of the Day

Play of the Day

Mark of the Day

Best Team Player

Colts Green

Coach: Simon Brownhill

Team Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

Ashburton G 0 0 0 7.5-47

Warrandyte 0 0 0 17.20-122

Best Players

Goals

Goal of the Day

Play of the Day

Mark of the Day

Best Team Player

Not supplied

Results No Results are recorded at this level

Not supplied

Not supplied

No Comments Submitted

 Under 10 Black Under 10 Black Under 10 Black Under 10 Black
BSGMBSGMBSGMBSGM

Not supplied

Colts GreenColts GreenColts GreenColts Green
L.ARTHUR TRANSPORTL.ARTHUR TRANSPORTL.ARTHUR TRANSPORTL.ARTHUR TRANSPORT

Not supplied

Not supplied

Not Supplied

Not supplied

Not supplied

Not Supplied

Not supplied

No Comments Submitted

Not supplied

Results



UPCOMING EVENTSUPCOMING EVENTSUPCOMING EVENTSUPCOMING EVENTS

See you at Club Night this coming Friday.  It's going to be cold 

outside but warm inside.  Collingwood v Freemantle will be on 

the big screen, the U15s will be in the house supporting 

Harrison Shugg to sell tickets to Ash's Wheel, we're trying 

something new on the menu and the drinks will be served 

with a smile.  


